PA West Soccer Association
Rules Proposal Form
Deadline: March 1st, 2020

This form must be filled out completely and thoroughly. All critical information should be included to maximize the understanding of the rule proposal, its intended purpose, and potential consequences by all involved in the rule adoption process. This form should stand on its own as a summary of your proposal. Incomplete forms will be returned.

Article/Section of Proposed Change:

Old Rule (please strike through sections proposed for removal):

New Rule (please underline new sections):

Is this change with the approval of your club, district, or division?  Yes  No
(please specify which body had approved this proposal)

Rational (explanation of rule change/ reason):

This form should be complete when submitted.

Submitted by:
Address:
Phone:  Email:

Mail completed form to PA West Soccer, 111 Whitehead Lane, Suite 200, Monroeville, PA  15146. Attn: Rules Proposals.